
 

 

  

To:  PRESS CORP 

Re: BID4ME television popularity casting campaign 

 

Monday, May 18, 2020 

 

Dear member of the press; 

The BID4ME television popularity casting campaign 

officially launched this month with a FACEBOOK and 

INSTAGRAM campaign as well as highly focused mail 

campaign. In addition, very carefully selected blogging 

and chatroom postings have begun making the rounds 

gathering interest from women from 19 to 35+ residing 

principally in North America. 

The campaign was developed in-house back in late 2019 

as the final block to our website’s multi-faceted front. It 

quickly became a primary focal point in early 2020 when 

COVID-19 made it impossible to operate our ‘brick and 

mortar’ location and we had to focus our attention on a 

program that could be launched EXCLUSIVELY via the 

internet while the pandemic dissipates. 

The overflowing use of INSTAGRAM by women marketing 

everything from shoes to clothing, make-up and more 

made the BID4ME campaign a natural fit to the theme of 

the campaign ‘how popular are you really’ with a GRAND 

PRIZE of over 30 TV spots in one of our series in development, 

offered to these highly popular INSTAGRAM ladies. 

Built around the concept of ‘kickster and indigogo’ the 

crowdfunding campaign uses that basis for its foundation, 

offering pledgers EXCLUSIVE Diva autographed 

photographs with every pledge. A complete list of the perks 

offered pledgers is available on the website and has 

already proven a hit from emails and other 

communications. 

The company expects to bring on close to 1,000 Divas 

registering for FREE and creating their BID4ME television 

popularity casting campaign.   

COVID-19 PLEDGE! The TV casting ranch has pledged to 

match dollars for dollars the Diva’s campaign contributions 

equal to 10% of all pledges all Divas receive.  

We invite you to contact us, by email or phone, should you 

require more information. Please note that in-person 

interviews will NOT take place due to the pandemic. 

VIC DESANLIS 

GM / Senior Producer 

 

CONTACT 

PHONE: 

514 538 4777 

 

WEBSITE: 

www.tvcastingranch.ca 

 

EMAIL: 

vicdeetv@tvcastingranch.ca 
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